
(81. 9/4/62 Continued) 

"information available as fast as it 4s otteined end properly verified, 
Tnere 13 no evidence of any organized combat force in Cuba, from eny 
Soviet bloc country, of militery bases provided to (sic) Russie, of 
a violation of the 1934 treaty releting to Gusnteanemo, of the presence 
of grouna-to-¢ground missiles, or of otner significent offensive capebdility ee 
either in Cuben hands or saridhenr Soviet direction end guidence. Were it my 
otherwise, the greatest issues would arise. The Cuban question must be ‘ ae 
considered es a part of the worldwide challenge posed by Communist threats 
to peace... . It continues to be the policy of the United Gtates that the 
Castro regime will not be ellowed to export its egsressive purposes by force 
or the threat of force. It will be prevented by whatever meens may be ; 
necessary from taking action egeinst . part: of the Western Henisphere eee! 

82. 9/k-5/62 - "Generel Cabo briefed e number of Congressional q 
leaders, including the Senate Foreign Reletions and Armed Services Committees" 
(CI4 Chronology, 11/14/62) 

83. 9/5/62 - This was the first U-2 mission for September (of the 
two watch had been authorized “es a routine metter" by the Speciel Group on 
July 19 -- based on the DCI's recommendation that "U-2 flights over Cuba 
be x ontinacd et their current level of two a month"). hie flight (end the 
August 29 flight) covered erees which un retrospect are known: to heve been 
the sites of MRBM and IRBM installations -- but the September 5 photogrephy 
"eeve no recognizable evidence that eny construction was then under wey,: ©. 
elthough re-exemination showed eae few vehicles and some construction material 
et Gusnejey Site 1 on August 29. In fect there was probebly no ballistic 
missile equirment in Cuve et thet time." (Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

&4. 9/5/62 - On this dete photograph: of the Remedios IRBM site 
was negative, but road improvements begen shortly thereafter, end e flow of 
construction from the port of Isabela, on the north coast... 2. eae 
"the dete at which the site ecaquired a recognizable photographic signature 
is not determinable. ‘The estirsted dete for the beginning of major 
construction is about 1 October". (Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

65. 9/5/62 - A CIA U-2 mission developed photogrephic evidence of 
MIG-21s in Cuba. (Source: NPIC) 

&6. 9/5/62 - Senetor Keating, speaking on the floor of the Senate” Ey 
in response to Senator Engle's earlier remarks that day (see Items 60 end 6p 
ebove)! 

American people. That {8 still the case ... . even efter the letest 
Waite Eouse ennouncement yesterdey. 

¢ 
".. 4. [have said thet the waole story hes not been told the 5 

; 
b 
t 

I apologize for the eaberreascuent I em ebout to ceuse the - 20° 
Senator from Californie. On the llth day of August, in an effort to 
pet esc 2 officiel information, I wrote to the Depertzent of State to 
est thes ecout Cuba and the buildup there. - Bixteen days later on 
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9/5/62 Continueu) 

(86 
FOR—SECRET- 

Auvust 30th, ‘the Department wrote a letter to me which ariaved at my office just today (9/5/62) . . . This letter <- an incredbic letter in the light of what has happened since August 30, and inseed what hed happened before that -- reads in part as follows: 

‘Several Soviet passenger and cargo ships arrived in Cuba during late July and early August carrying lerge quantities of technicians of various kinds, 

'The Department has established that personnel landed from 
proximately five of the ships, We have no specific inform the number of persons, 2 NE 

ap- 
ation about 

‘We have no information that any Soviet-bloc troops have landed in Cuba, Although the full Bignificance of these developments 41s not clear, there is no evidence that Supplies and technicians have arrived in Cuba in such numbers as to provide support for external aggression from Cuba against other countries,?™ (Source: Congressional Record) 

. 87. 9/6/62 - "After further analysis" (of the August 29 flight) there appeared in the Central Intelligence Bulletin of 6 September i. the information which had previously been included by the CIA in the President's Checklist of August 31, 1962, regarding photography of the August 29 flight which disclosed SA-2 sites in Western Cuba, plus 
(Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

88, 9/6/62 - By this time "more detailed readout of the 29 August mission had... led CIA analysts to suspect the presence of another kind of missile site -+ possibly surface-to-surface --~ at Banes, on the northeast coast, General Carter so informed the Presi- dent on September 6, (For this reason the information was never in- cluded in the Checklist)" 

a 
f 

~ 

Programs were then set in motion to determine the characteristics and renge of the missiles at Banes: On 9/9/62 at the reauest of the Secretary of State, COMOR reviewed the vehicles availaole for recon- néissence of Banes, On 9/10 General Carter sent a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense requesting necessary actions, including Special Group approva’.. to provide for "tactical-type reconnaissence" of the Banes erea, w en directed by higher authority. On 9/14 a Special Group meeting ag briefed-by JCS on capabilities: for low-level cover- age of "certat.. targets" in Cuba:--~ but the Secretary of Defense did not want the operation considered further until there were available the results of f irther U-2 reconnaissance which had been decided upon at a Waite House meeting of 9/10, © 

(On September 18 the CIB reported the results of a further CIA 
namely, the conclusion thet the 

tud 
e t-pange coastal defense missile, ) 
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» mation on the presence of MIG-21s in Cuba was not reported in the 

‘(Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

(88. 9/6/62 Continued 

“with several others still in crates, This wags not reported by CIA 
in the Checklist but was reported in the CIB of 8 September, Actually, 
these MIG-2T crates (readily identifiable from photographs) had 
arrived in Cuba about 1 September avoard @ Soviet ship which had 
been photograpned en route, but the photographs were not received 
in Washington for several weeks, Upon the arrival of these and 
photographs of other ships carrying MIG-21 crates, an item was 
published in the CIB of 27 September -- with DIA withholding concur- 
rence ~- that between 22 and 30 MIG-2ls had been delivered to Cuba. 
Tnis information was also reported in the Checklist of 27 September," 
(Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) on ¥ 

89, 9/6/62 - "Mexico City, September 4, -- A detailed report 
cn distribution of nearly 20,000 Russian, Chinese, Algerian and 
ffrican military men, neval and air bases and guided missile launching 
pads was released here today by a Cuban student exile office... 
Oné miesile station is being installed near the port of Bahia Hond 
and another near Varadero Beach in Matanzas Province . .., More than 
3000 Russians were landed at Bahia Honda for work on a launching pad. 
. . the statement said," (Source: Congressional Record) 

- 90, 9/7/62 - On this date the DCI (who was on the Riviera and 
was being kept informed by CIA cable) sent a cable to General Carter 
urging frequent repeat reconnaissance missions and stating that "my 
hunch 4s we might face prospect of Soviet short-range surface-to- 
surface missiles of portable types in Cuba which could command 
important targets in Southeast U.S. and possibly Caribbean areas," 
(These views were provided to the DD/I and the Board of National 
Estimates,) (Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

91. 9/7 (or &)/62 - "The first large pieces of equipment for eb 
the MRBM sites near San Cristobal were probably shipped from the USSR aoc 
on the ship "Omsk" which arrived at Mariel on 7 or 8 September," 

92. 9/8/62 - The CIB on this date included 2 report on results 
of the 9/5 photography which disclosed the presence of one assembled 
and several crated MIG-2ls at Santa Clera airfield, Apparently infor- . 

President's Checklist until 9/27/62, (Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62). 

93. 9/8/62 - DIA reported that the scope of Soviet Bloc assis-— 
tance to Cuba suggests motives going tenant] the lending.of support. - 
end encouragement of the Castro‘regime. (Source: DIA réport to Board 
on 11/9/62) oo . 

94, 9/9/62 - COMOR, at the request of the Secretary of State, 
reviewed the vehicles available for reconnaissance of Banes (es the 
result of U-2 photography of 9/5 indicating the possible presencn. of 
an SSM site at Banes), (Source: CIA Cnronology, 11/7/62) 
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mn ~, 95. 9/10/62 - Sen&tor Thomas J. Dodd stated in the Senate: 

aa "T have reason to believe, on the basis of infwrmation from 
relieble sources, that the situation in Cuba is even more grave chan 

has yet been indicated to the fAmericen public . . 

"The fantastic buildup of Soviet planes and tanks and missiles 

; and advisory personnei that has gone on in Cuba over the pase year 

as cannot be dismissed as purely defensive," (Source: Washington 
Evening Star - 10724762) 

95, 9/10/62 - Upon instruction of the President, General Carter 

briefed. General Eisenhower "on the Cuban situation", (The DCI 

briefed General Eisenhower again on 10/3.) 
(Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) °° ~ 

97. 9/10/62 - On this date the DCI sent a second cable to 

i General Carter from the Riviera stating: "Difficult for me to 

i rationalize extensive costly defenses being estevilishes in Cube . 

a . . appears to me quite possible measures now being taken are for 

purpose of ensuring secrecy of some offensive capability such as 

MRBMs to be installed by Soviets after present phase completed and 

country secured from cverflights. Suggest Board of National Estimates 

study motives..." (These views were provided to the DD/I and the 

Board of Nationel Estimates.) (Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

7 98, 9/10/62 - In a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense, . 

- General Carter reauested "necessary actions (including Special Group 

epprovel) to provide for the employment, when directed by higher 

authority, of tactical-type reconnaissance" against the cruise 

missile site at Banes. (Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

99, 9/10/62 - CIA reports that on this date a meeting took place 

at the White House attended by Secretary Rusk, Messrs, Robert Kennedy 

and McGeorge Bundy, and Generals Carter and Lansdale, Tne purpose 

of this meeting was to make “a full review of the overflight program | 

for Cuba," and it was prompted by "the results of the e9 August and _ 

the 5 September missions, in particular the confirmation of SA-e sites,’ fees 
pers 

CIA reports tnat the factors involved and the decision reached 

at this White House meeting were.as follows: 

Aine (1) Because of the Soviet protest of the August 30 U-2 overflight 

BS of Sakhalin Island, and because of. the September 8 shootdown of a U-2 

over Communist China, the participants at the meeting "were naturally 

reluctant to authorize any flights.over areas where Sf-2s might be 

operational," tal cot Obes hae . 

(2) The hard intelligence thus far received on the presence of 

Sh-28s end other advanced defensive systems had been foreseen in 

NIE 85-2-62 of August 1 and had subsequently been fully repurted, 
Therefore, the herd intelligence.was not such as to ‘produce a sense 
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CN (99. 9/10/62 Continued) 

d "of clarm or @ feeling that urgent ection was required . . . . coafirma- 

tion cere not as e efock but as ae problea to be cealt with deliverately 

it may have even served to relex the sense of urgency generated 

cy the President'e decision of 23 August, the known ususlly being less 

elaraing than the unknown... . . The participants therefore felt that 

wa the next step was to provide systenatic coverage of the eress covered by 

t the two previous missiona (of August 29 exd deptenber 5)." 

(3) “Finally, the participants (at the meeting) vere opereting in 

the atmosphere of the time ... . . The Soviet diplomatic end propegends 

apperatus was attempting to focus ettention on Beriin . torowing 

rar up e diplomatic smokescreen... » « Furthermore, they (the participants 

— et the Waite House meeting) must all have been acutely axere thet Cuba was 

’ potentially the camreign issue that could most seriously demage the 

faninistration in the election cempaign then beginning.” 

(4) The CIA proposed two extended overflights covering the remainder 

of the island not covered in the August 29 end September 5 missions. 

“te Secretary of State objected"and insisted that "“coverege of the rest of 

Cuba should be designed so that peripherel flights over international waters 

would not be combined with overflights of Cuben territory." 

. (5) "Lo meet (the Secretary of State's) wishes, the progrem wes 

divided into four flights, two overflights end two peripheral". ‘The 

overflignts were to be: (a) over the Isle of Pines, and (bo) over the east 

of Cube to cover Guantanemo and Benes. The veripheral flignts were to be: : 

(a) over the North coast of eastern Cuba, end (bv) the south coest. All four es 

flignts were to be designed for meximun safety, end the overflignts were to ann 

be quick "din-end-out" operetions. -In obteining epprovel for the tracks it 

vas necessary to provide essurance that there would not be flights over 

known &A-2 sites. 

“™me President approved this progres" for four flights in September. 

“mus the record shows that the President authorized everything the Special 

Group requested." (Source: . CIA Caronology, 11/14/62) 

100. 9/11/62 - Senator Tower, speeking in the U. 5, Senste: 

"Russien tanks, rockets, militery planes end high velocity ertillery 

heve been brought into Cuba. They threaten the entire U. S. east of the 

Mississippi. Pads for light rockets have elready been built in Cuba by - 

Russiens and Chinese. ..+. . I em reliably informed that launching peds for 

medium rockets with a 1500-mile-plus range cen be built in under 4 days 

. 1 Te 

(Source: Congressional Record) -: 
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101, 9/11/62 - Senator Humphrey, spesking on the rioor cf the 
Senate said: ", , . I think it is ridiculous and insulting to the 
American people for grown men to wring tneir hands publicly about 
Cuba's being a military threat to the United States . . . I do not 
underestimate the fact that there ere missiles, intermediate and 

short range, But I do kmow.. . tnat we have it within our capacity 
without even so much as violently flexing a muscle, to destroy every 
single military installetion in one day, So I do not want the people 
of my state to lose a single night's sleep worrying ebout the might 
of Guba:.*. ." (Source: Congressional Record) 

102, 9/12/62 - General Carter briefed the House Armed Services 
end Foreign Affairs Committees “on the Cuban situation", 
(Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

103. 9/12/62 - A Cuban National being processed at the Refugee 
Center at Opa-locka, Florida, reported that on this date he observed 
20 Soviet-driven trucks pulling 4-wheel double axie trailers from 
65 to 70 feet in length; that these trucks were observed driving 
from Havana to Camp Libertad; that the beds of the trucks were loaded 
with black crates; that the trailers were loaded with what the source 
believed to be large canvas-ccvered missiles; that there were 4 fins 
at the trailing edge of each missile, The source of the information 
drew sketches of the missiles and these missiles resembled surface-to- 
surface MRBMs, 

CIA disseminated this information to the intelligence community 

on 9/21/62, % 

104, 9/13/62 - "On 13 September a source was informed by a 
resident of the general erea thet a rocket base was being constructed 

by the Soviets at a location now identified from photography as 
Remedios(WRBM) Site 1, A second base was also reported, but a 
missile. site has not yet been found in vhotography although new road 
construction exists in that area," (Source: Joint Evaluation Report, 
10/24/62) . 

105. 9/13/62 - On this date the DCI sent a third cabl2 to 
General Carter from the Riviera "repeating these premonitions™ which 
he had set forth in cables to CIA on 9/1 and 9/10 rugarding the 
possibility of Soviet introduction of MRBMs into Cuvea, (These views 
were provided to the DD/I and the Board of National Estimates, ) 
(Source: GIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

106, 9/14/62 - At the Special Group meeting, a JCS represents- 
tive briefed on capebilities for low-level coverage of "certain 
targets" 41n Cuba, However, "the Secretary of Deferse was recorded 
as not wanting to have: the operation considered further until results 

of further.U-2 reconnaissence of these targets were available, 1.e., 
General Carter's proposal haed.been overtsken by the decision on U~-2 
coverage’.taken,on) 10 :Septembers(at. the. Waits House meeting on that 
iate) 4," 85 11/7/62) 
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\ hign frequency circuit in operation between Moscow and Havana relayed _ vhnough GAREA eee The fact that menuel o tion Teese | (. | eeeryere USea ergue egeinst Pie Rema es putas Soe ¢, It is believed that this k wes est OneEEt a require- ~~ ment for additional back-up communications, 
(Source: Joint Evaluation Report, 10/19/62) 
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107. 9/14/62 mane CIA reported in “the Pre’ - 's Checlhlist ) ry that "Tne number of confiimed SAM sites remains at 12, but the like1i_ .¢ hood that others are under construction grows, with the latest evidence folnting to the isle of Fines as one of the additione) locations", (Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 
C 

108, 18/15/62 ~ Najor construction et the Guanejay fixed IRBM sites "had probebly begun by 15 September" (the construction equip- 
nent ery material having arrived at Mariel beginning "“eatout mid- 
fugust"), 

Aeeeaoeeedy On @ net serving (eRe ee 
avsieecneey Called for 'volunteers for the protection of Cubal, _ We 
ere not sure of the weight to be placed on this end enother eee 
referring to the isolation of ‘volunteers!, If valid, they would 
suggesc that the influx of Soviet militery personnel to Cudée is not finished, We ere investigating further," 
(Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

110, Mid-September, 1962 ~ At this time there was first hoted a ' 

lll, 9/16/62 - On this date, the DCI sent a fourth cable to General Carter regarding the possibility of a ballistic missile buildup in Cuba, stating: "Do not wish to be overly alarming this matter, but believe CIA end community must keep Government informed of danger of a surpriee end also thas Getection of prepzretory steps possibly beyond our cépebility once Oiba defense systen operative, | (These views were provided to the DD/I and the Board of National «3. Estimates.) | (Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) a, Soe 

lle, 9/17/62 - Tne secona shipment of equipment for che .MRBI sites at San Cristobal errived*at Mariel on.9/17/62 on the chips Poltava" (the first shipment had arrived on September 7 or 8),* ‘This equipment was moved to San Cristobal by truck et niga with. the first convoys probably erriving eat the sites about 17 September yy fs +'f: “hat is, 17 September is the earliest date at which photography might “> have detected the first RBM e uipment at San Cristobal", pO Ae ee (Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) .°, “ 
_ 213, 9/18/62 - there appeared in the Central Intelitcence - nie Bulletin on September 18 a report on the September 5 phot ephy which verlected the presence of a surfece-to-surfece, short-rance cerense missile 5 e site, (Source: CLA Caronology, 11/7/62) 
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11h, 9/18/62 --e CIA reported inthe pr( dent's Chectcliet that "We have spotted two more Soviet passenger vessels en route to Cuba, Their arrival will raise our estinate of technicians on the scene to about 4,200, Ye are beginning to see some tenuous evidence foreshadowing the e@ppearance of SAM sites in Camaguey Frovince," (Source: GIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

115. 9/19/62 ~ The cIA reported in the President's Checklist that: 

"The interception on 15 September of a signal from a missile- éssociated radar, probably coming from the surface-to-air missile Site at Mariel, sugsests that the site is or soon will be operational, !! 

"The message asking for volunteers for service in Cuba, which we reported Saturday, has now cropped up on enough Soviet military radio nets to reveal that a fairly general recruiting cempaign is Oing on, Tnere is no indication yet of the numbers involved," Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) * | 

116, 9/19/62 - (USIB Meeting) - "As a result of the DCI's pressure (presumably his cables to General Carter from the Riviera from 9/7 to 9/20 /625 there was a renewed examination of other methods of reconnaissance of Cuba, (It should be noted”here that this discussion was in terms of what might be necessary ifter the establishment of a complete SA-2 defense had made use of the U2 impossible, with the Amplicit thought that only at this point would the Soviets risk the introduction of such weapons as MRBMs). On 

over Cuba, He also said he thought use of the FIREFLY drone over Cuba could be justified to the Special Group, edding that twe cannot put a stop to collection in-Cuba; otherwise thc President would never know when tne point of decision was meached, |" (Source: CIs Carenology, 
117, 9/19/52 - USIB issued SNIE 85-3-62 on "The Military Buildup in Cuba", fsmong the key findings of the SNIE were the following: (1) "We believe that . . . the main purpose of the military buildup in Cuba is to strengthen the Communist regime there against what the Cubans and Soviets conceive to be a danger that the U,S, may attempt by one means or another to overthrow it, The Soviets evidently hope to deter any such attempt by enhancing Castro's defensive capabilities and by threatening Soviet military retaliation, At the same time, they evidently recognize that the development of an offensive military’ base in Cuba might provoke U,S, militar intervention and thus defeat their present purpose; (2) (the Soviets) are well aware that the question of offensive as opposed to defensive weapons in Cuba has become a major political issue; (3) the establishment on Cuban soil of Soviet nuclear striking forces which would be used against the U.S, would be incompatible with Soviet policy as we presently estimate it. it would indicate a far greater willingness to increase the Level of risk in US-Sovigt relations than the USSR has displayed thus far. , » however, Soviet military planners have almost certainly considered the contribution which Cuban bases might make to the Soviet strategic posture, and, in that connection, the feasibility and utiltcuy of dis- § nuclear delivery systems:to Cuba, Therefore, this contingency wee 300 = 
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(117. 9/19/62 Continued) 

"must be exsnined carefully, ecven toougo it wowld run counter to current Soviet 
policy; (+) Soviet planners might see sone utility in deploying MRPMs and IRPMs 
to Cute in order to supplement the limited number of ICPMs now teileved to be 
oftrat{onal in the USSR end to reech tergets beyond the renge of sutcerine- 

; launched missiles; (5) the estabdlishzent on Cuban soil of a significant strike wf capability with such weapons Would represent e sharp departure from Soviet 
practice, since such weapons have so far not been installed even in Setellite territory . . . the Soviets might think (it) would be worth e good deal if they 
could get eway with it, however, they sould elrost certainly estimate that this 

Bl could rot be done without provoking a dangerous U. 8. reaction; erd (6) although 
“s the Soviets may see sone military edvanteges in Cuba, as @ strategic strike base, 

ep the risks would be great end the politicel implications would run counter to 
the kind of policy they ere ectuslly pursuing in Letin America. They do not 
propose to win the region for communica by military conquest. They count 
instead on ea process of politicel ection..." 

4 

KKK KK HHH HH 

CIA's retrospective comments on SNIE 85-3-62: (1) the judgnent on the 
cegree or risk which the USSR was willing to eccept was gravely in error and the 
conzunity wes virtually uneninous in support of this judgment (2) the deployment 
of bellistic missiles end nuclear yeavons outside the USSR wes unprecedented 
(3) while the first ballistic missiles hed probebly errived in Cube between 

~~. 9/7-15/62, the firet reports by ground observers who had seen then hea not 
errived in Washington by 9/19/62, end there wes no evidence that MRBMs were on 
the way (i) the estimate failed to give adequate weight to the pece et which. 
Soviet operations were roving and to the great probability that the new in- 
etelletions were ranned by Soviet personnel (5) the comunity wes still thinking 
in terzs of rether deliberately-paced Soviet military ald progrers for the UAR, 
Treg end Indonesia, end for Cuca in the 1960-1962 period, but there was already 
good evidence that the Cuben vrogrem hed departed from this pattern (6) @lso 
the Indonesian situation hed broken the Soviet pettern only e month before when 
the USSR showed itself willing +o eccept a suostentially increased degree of risk 
“for the seke of a political gein something less than vital to Soviet interests" 
(7) the USSR hed shown in the Indonesian effeir thet it was "willing to take ~ 
soze risk of nilitery engagement with en ally of the United States, albeit the 
degree of risk involved was fer less then in the Cuban venture, end (8) ".,.., 
For the record, there is no evidence thet the existence of SNIE 85-3 had any 
inhibiting influence on later decisions. It was not, for instance, cited to 

x support en argument egeinst continuing overflights. Nor did it effect currant 
ea intelligence reporting; this i8 conducted independently of the estimative 
| process end provides e check on the continuing validity of standing estimates", 

(Source: CIA Chronology, 11/14/62) 

2 118. 9/20/62 - CIA disseminsted en egent report quoting Castro's personal 
pilot, Cleudio Merines, who said on 9/9/62: "We have 4O-nile renge guided 
rissfles, both surface-to-surfece end surface-to-air. . .. There are #180 rany 
robvile renps for intermediate renge rockets... ." his report wes considered 5 Saree 

TT, & 5 -an . : tco general to be used in the process » (in which CIA enalysts rede up target 
oa éerde) (Source: CIA Chronology, 13/9/62). 2% : oo 
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119, 9/20/62 4 nte presence in Cuba on ‘tnis 

2 eS isan ce piers ayvestee ae qicpe Tes . Md ea Ete ee ge 

" BIO-SEEREE ace 
reepted messages (COMI(-) indicated the 
date of Lieutenant Genéral Pevel b, _~ Pankevich, Dankevich is believed to have held a commanc in Vinniste probably as late as November, 1961, Vinnista is the location of a probable Soviet MRBM commend end the headquarters of e Long Range ‘ir Army. It 48 not known how prior to September 20, 1962, 

to the Board fail to reflect that eny 

long De 
the intelligence publications available 

wnkevich may have been in Cuba 

particular significance was attached to Dankevich's Presence in Cuba until after the President mede his public addr €8S relative to MRBMs end IRBMs in Cuba. On October 27 CIA distributed e memorendum stating that Daenkevich's 
indicates the high priority assigned by Moscow to 

presence in Cuba ! 
the missile bases 
DIA Intelligence § 

120, 9/20/62 
from the Riviera, 
of SNIE 85-3 of 9/ 
cable expressed re 

in Cuba," (Source: 
unmary 10/27/62; Joi 

- On this date the 
commenting to Cerra 
19 which hed been ca 
Ss 

an alternative I can see that an offen 

(We have no evidence that the inte 
the views cxpressed by the DCL in his 
The State and DIA members of USIB a 
they hed not been inform 
(Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

121, 9/20/62 
attempted to obtain broad erea covera 
that date the DIA mem 

the western end of 

- The Defense Intelligence Agency on this date 
ge of Cuba through CORONA, On ber of COMOR eddressed a memorandum to the Chairman of COMOR with the reauest that COMOR recommend the rogram- ming of an engineering pess of the CORONA vehicle over Cuba "where the island is, temporarily at least, off limits and where we need to know Af any other 

Structed . , , 

122, 9/21/62 
Prewett under date 
stated that a repor 
9/21/62, stated tha 
wecently reported t 

- An article in‘the 
of 10/31/62 entitled 
t made by Miami's Cu 
t: "One of the Europ 
o his respective country 'that if the countries . of this hemisphere do not take. military ately, or at least before the > 

Russian missile bases armed with atomic 
of destroying in a few minutes the most States, Besides, it is know; 
secretly, with this 
American government 

LE VIA COMIND/PALENT/KEYHOLE, 
‘i LIMITED DISTRIBUTION. 

et Lora 

fe Vy tins m9 

next’six months, Cuba will possess °° 

n that the construction will be carried out end in view--that while the work continues, the Will g0 on believing that the military installa- tions are purely defensive measures," 

CIA memorandum of 10/27/62; 
nt Evaluation Report, 10/27/62) 

DceI sent a final cable to.CIA 
1 Carter on the conclusions 

SA-2 sites have been con« 

Washington News by Virginia 
“Why Didn't JFK Act Earlier?" 

ban Student Directorate on’ 
ean Ambassadors in Havena ”. 

action against Castro immedi~- 

and nuclear weapons capable 
strategic zones in the United 

- ee . 
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123. 9/21/62 - The CIA reported in the Preatdent's Checklist that: “Evidence is still coming in on Moscow's cenvess of its military forces for 
volunteers to serve in Cute. Thig ectivity is Puzzling; we have never seen 
enything like 4t before. The rove mey ve purely edainistrative: to replace Fergonnel who had been suddenly ordered there with otners prepared to stey for some time. On the other hand, 4t could meen enother sizable increment to Soviet 
Fersonnel in Cute or e belief in Moscow toet its people ere likely to be engaged 

Au ae We ere trying to get a better ensver,'! (Source: CIA Chronology, 
a 11/7/62 

ve 
: 

a 

12h. 9/22/62 - "Tne most likely ship to heve carried the lerge items 
toe equirment for the S2gua La Grande MREM sites) is the Kimovsk which docked et Casilda, on the south coast) on 22 Septenver. ‘This equipment must have moved to the site during the lest week of September, end was probably detectable from Photography after 1 October." (Source: GIA Chronology, 11/7/62) — 

125. 9/27/62 - The CIA reported in the President's Checklist that: 

"Photography snapped earlier this month show at least two Boviet ships 
Celivering 22, perheps more, MIG-2ls. -We now estimate there are 25-30 eircraft 
of this type in Cuba." (This paragraph wes quoted in the CIA Chronology of 
“11/7/62 but not in the revised Chronology of 11/14/62.) 

“Our running account of the nunber of Soviet dry-cargo vessels making the 
voyege to Cube since mid-July is now over 100. sbout 85 of these probebly were 
cerrying military hardwere." 

"Tne Cuban Foreign Office on tuesdsy ordered Western correspondents to put 
in for new credentiels ty today, telling them that ell of Cuba beyond Hevana's 
city limits is out of bounds except by speciel permission." (Source: CIA 
Crronology, 11/14/62) a; 

126. 9/27/62 - On this date CIA received a report of en observaticn made 
on 9/17/62 of & convoy moving toward Sen Cristobal. This report dovetailed with 
the earlier report of the 9/12/62 sigoting of MREMs neer Havera (Item 103, above). 
"Tre errivel of the second report led CIA ensiysts to e tentetive conclusion 
cat the two observers hed in fact seen the seme convoy, end that there was a 
ossibility of the SS- identification being genuine. A dey or so earlier, a 
srget card on San Cristobal had been prepared on the besis of a vague report 
¢ "Russiens building e rocket base." Now this cerd was removed and, witia the 

two reports cited svove end other less specific information on activity 4a this 
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ea érea which was beginning to trickle jin, ea new card was prepared between 1 and 
oh : 3 Octob<c Which was in effect a priority requirement for photogrephic coverage, 
zed ais card was used in the targeting of the 14 October flight. It reed as 
LB follows: 'Collaterel reports indicate the existence of a restricted erea in BS ; Pinar del Rio Provinee which is suspected of including en SSM site under von- 
BS . struction, perticulerly SS-) Shyster. The erea is bounded by e line connec cing cai tre following four tow: Consoleciou-del Norte (8332N/22hhW); Sen Diego (lel Los 
Ee Banos (83251//2235W); San Cristobal ($301N/22h3); and Les Pozos /8317N 22'j0W). 
oe : Feauirement: Search the erea delineated for possible sarface missile coustruc- 

tion, With perticuler attention.to SS-4 Shyster.'!" (Source: CI‘ Chronolagy, 
VW . io 1b /62) oo 
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cone) 127. 9/27/62 - ". . « + At some point, probably Just efter 

~ OD EOP-SEOREE 
Cf. & ove 
Xue 

en iten on the subject of possible strategic vespons in Cuba might have been 
ywritten for CIA current intelligence publications. It could not te 
tecause thore ves en injunction nct to do co (see*Iten No. 51, etove 

t should also be noted thet the order not to publish enything on mi 
without NPIC corroboration had never teen rescinded. ‘The effect tht 

hed on reporting in late September and October if the other ban kad not been in 
effect (1.e., the USIB restriction -- see Item 152, infre) 46 difficult to 
cetermine. hese restrictions did not epply to the Checklist, tut the Checklist 
writers drew... lergely on tne Cuban Deily Summary... pudlisned by CIA, 

Since the Sumery was effected by tne restrictions, this practice, imposed by the 
sseer volune of rew materiel coming in on Cube, hed the effect of cutting the 
Coecklist off from inforsation on offensive weapons. Moreover, neither the 
Checklist group, nor eny other current intelligence officers, knew thet the u 

possibility that e Soviet stretegic missile tase might be estebliszeda in Cube 
hed been reised by the DCI end seriously discussed by the President ena his 
edyisors more then a month eerlier (see Item No. 57, ebove). In other words, 
the thrust of NSAM 181 hed been so wetered down by time end buresucratic processes 
tret it reecned the working level only in the form of SNIE 85-3 which held that 
esteblishment of such e base vas most improbeble (see Item No. 117, ebvove). 

"It is difficult to say whether informetion from ground sources would have 
teen published hed there not been a bdlenket injunction egainst #4. The enalysts 
too were sensitive to the politicel imract of the reports they were receiving. . 

» . In eddition, rigid compartmentetion was meinteined between the COMOR -- 
clel Group orgenizetion for collection end the intelligence components re- < 

ponsible for enslysis. Few, if eny, CIA enalysts working on the Cuben problen 
e 

Sr 
OS ev 

Oz 

grepnic verification they hed requested would not soon be forthcoming, end they 
right well have delayed pubdlication from ey to dey in hopes of receiving it. 

“Nevertheless, it cen be established that if the injunction exainst 
pudlication had not existed there would have been som2 reflection cf the refugee ee 
reports in the Cuban Deily Summery, which is not highly selective. In retro- ve 
spect, it seems quite possible -- but by no meens certain -- that they would have ene 
teen picked up in the Checklist, but it is extremely doudtful if they would heve 7 
survived une coordination process for the Centrel Intelligence Bulletin. Thus, 
et the most the President might have learned that there wes suspicions activity 

eround San Cristobal rvlightly more than e wee’; before he epparently did. 

"In sum, the CIA enelysts believed they had done their duty by tergeting 
Sen Cristobsl erce for photogrephic coverage, but no word of their concern 

r ectivity in this erea had eppeared-in en intelligence publication. It 
ers highly probable that the Special Group first heard of this concern at iis 

cing on 9 Octcber (see Item No. ih3, infre) when it ordered e U-2 mission 
watch covered the erea. ae 

“the gap of 7-10 deys between’ the key enalytic correlation of reports end 
ciel Group Meeting cen probably be ettributed to the cuzbdersone processes 

supporting the Spectel Group, ‘This machinery was 

3lce PAR eRe 
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designed to provide elaborete jJustificetions en’ back-up paper work before each decision wes made, procedures reaching back intc the eerly history of the U-2 operations over the USSR, They were intended for the control of deliberate strategic reconnaissance of the USSR, end not for e fast-moving situation such eas that in Cubs, which wes repidly becoming tactical. In fect, efter readout of the 1h October mission they were jettisoned." (Source: CIA Chronology, 11/14/62) 
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128, 9/25/62 -- At the Boerd's 9/28/62 mee. he the DCI indica- ted he did not believe that offensive, strategic missiles had been in- stelled in Cuba, but he considered this a possibility at some future time, but only after Cubals defensive capability was such es to deny Cuoan airspace to U.S, reconnaissence aircraft. The DCI reported that Your intelligence collection on Cube has improved since the first of 
tne year™ and that “CIA now has f5 third-country egents (meaning dip- 
ey reporting throughout Cuba," ‘ 

129, September 1952 -~ "Offensive missiles identified: Western 
Cuba: Two launch sites consisting of 8 field-type launchers and 1 
1020-nm MRBMs (SS-4) , , , these missiles are probably those re- 
ported moving into this area during September," 
(Source: Joint Evaluation Report of 10/18/62, prepared by GMAIC/ 
JAEIC/NPIC) “oe EY ; 

130, 9/29-10/2/62 - Pursuant to the 9/20/62 request of DIA, a ess over Cuba. was made by the Corona vehicle: launched on 9/29/62. 
the resulting photography was good by Corona standards but not of 

“sufficient quality to reflect significant photographic <ntelligence 
on MRBM or IRBM developments on the island, Wnen this’ CORONA photog- raphy was checked against the photcgraphy obtained from the SAC- 
operated U-2s it was possible to relate some of the earth scratchings 
eppearing in the CORONA photography to the construction at some of 
the long range missile sites which were detected beginning October 14, without the U-2 photography however, these scratchings could not 
possibly be identified as being associated in any way with MRBM or - IRs construction, Tne photograpliic interpreters at the Strategic 
Air Command believe that if all nine sites had been completed at the time of the CORONA pess, the CORONA photogr. phy might have resulted in the identification of the IRBM sites but not of the MRBM sites, 

Dr. Charyk, in commenting on this subject to Board Member Gray, noted that this experience makes it obvious that satellite photography 
cennot be wholly relied upon when it provides negative evidence; and that this gives one pause when we consider the reliance which has been placed on satellite photography seexing evidence of missile installa- tions in the USSR, BR 

131° 10/1/62 - f& memorandum prepared on this date in DIA by a DIA analyst, on the subject "Analysis of SAM Sites," dealt with the 
15 confirmed SA-2 sites in Cuba and the discernible pattern wheth | wes developing from their location: 

(1) In Oriente Province, the 3 SA-2 sites form a triangular pat- tern around the new military eirfield at Holguin which will probably soon be operational . . . no MiGs there now but the MIGs believed to be stationed at Camaguay airfield will probably be moved ta Holguin when Holguin becomes operational, (No SA-2 sites identified at Camasuayv, oo 

rm @ rectansular pattern eround tne military 
ape “inithe Central Army area -- where MIQs have 
pendsalsoa tr field.on which the first MI@-21 

(2) 4 SA-2 sites 
&irfield neay Sante 
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_ yA plotting of all reported locations indicates that there is a definite 
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— (232, 10/1/62 Continued) 

(3) In the Western Army erea, the 3 (possibly 4) SA-2 sites form 
& linear pettern for tne defense of tne military airfield eat San 
fntonio de los Banos and the Havene-Mariel complex (San fntonio is 
headquarters for the Cuban Revolutionary Air Force and the assembly 
point for all MIds except MIG-2l1s), 

(4). Further west, in Pinar del Rio Province, @ triengular 
pattern of SA-2 sites cannot be connected with any significant 
military installation, There ere 2 underground facilities within , Tes 
this triangle whose use and purpose gre unown, One of these 3 pees 
SA-2 sites is located very near to the Can Julian military eir base, _ a 
but this is a most unlikely spot to place SA-2s for the defense of att 
this air base, "Therefore, curiosity is immediately eroused as to oo 
the purpose of this triangular pattern on the far western tip of Cuba, 

(5) In the north central portion cf Pinar del Rio Province is a 
trepazoid-shaped restricted area (15-20 miles on a side) controlled by 
Soviet military personnel recently intrcduced into Cuba .. . no known 
military installations in this rough and sparsely populated erea , ,. 
Cuban refugees arriving in Miami say all Cubans have been evacuated 
from the area, Purpose of this restricted area is unknown, 

(6) Information on the deployment of Soviet military personnel 
and "technicians" in Cuba is derived from unevaluated refugee sources, 

~./ correlation between the location of Soviet personnel and missiles or 
missile activity, Significantly, the greatest concentration of Soviet 
personnel, activity end camps is in the western end of Cuba indicating 
& greater interest by the Soviets in Pinar del Rio than in other Prov- 
inces, 

(7) The source of en unevaluated report seys that on September 12 
he saw some 20 SS-4 (or possibly SS-3) missiles in the vicinzty of 
Cempo Libertad (a small airfield on.the western edge of Havana » This 
report is unconfirmed and there are no other reports of such missiles, 
However, it is significant to note that Ly taking the approximate 
center of tne trapozoid-shaped restricted.area previously referred to, 
as the point of origin for a-radius*of:1100 nm (range of en SS-4. ... 
missile) the arc includes Philadelphia, St, Louis, Oklahoma City, San 
Antonio, Mexico City, all Central. American capitals, the Panema Canal, 
end Venezuclan oi1 fields, "Tne presence.: of operational SS-4 missiles 
in this location would give..the:Soviets,a great military asset,"\.. 

Based on the foregoing, DIA on 10/2/62 proposed to the COmOR 
Working Group that the Pinar del Rio search area be included in COMOR's 
reconnaissance objectives for Cuba, ° (This was done at the October U 
COMOR meeting and the cbdective was incorporated in the reconnaissance 
objectives list (Source: Letter:to Coyne fron Director, DIA, 
11/13/62) 
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132. 10/1/62 - According to reports sudsequently reviewed, “On 
October 1 explosions were rerortedly eccurring at eae highly secure construction 
project at a location now ideatified from photography as Site 1 (Segua La 
Grende area). Material delivered to the project included luxber and pre- 
fabricated concrete forms. This suggests that site construction was under 
way at that tine." (Source: Joint Evaluation Report, 10/2/62) 

133. 10/1/62 - This is the estimated date for the beginning of major 
construction on the Remedios TRaM site. ". .. . the date et which the site 
ecaquired e recognizable photographic signature is not determinsdle." ; 
(Source: CIA Caronology, 11/7/62) 

134. 10/1-3/62 ~ CIA reports that during this period CIA prepared 
e new terget. cerd which was in effect e requirement for photographic coverage : 
of the Sen Cristobal eree (see Item No. 126, ebove), and that in spite of +s 
time legs involved in receiving reports of refugees and CIA egents, ..... ws 
"Nevertheless, by ebout 1 October, the San Cristobal area bed veen pinpointed 
és @ suspect MR&M site end photographic confirmation had been reauested. 

pi this represents e considerable technical achievement. .. . . the Intelligence 
ee * Community hed been flooded with reports of Soviet weapons shirmments end missile 

‘ instelletions in Cube... . . CIA's files contain 211 intelligence reports 
» « « « on missile end missile-associated activity in Cube before 1 January 
1962. <All of these were either totelly felse or misinterpretations by the 
observer of other kinds of ectivity. .CIA analysts had neturelly come to 
view all such reports with e high degree of suspicion... . By September, 
the volume of egent and refugee reporting had become very large indeed. During 

os the month 682 reports on internal activities in Cube vere disseminated, 
vee exclusive of telegraphic dissemination. (Tne CIA eclendestine collectors 

report that their output represented only a small publisheble fraction of the 
raw material collected.) A substantial proportion of these cealt with the 
Geployment of defensive missiles end related activities. Knowledge on the o 
part of the enalysts that such e deployment was in fect going on, plus the :- ah 
norcs] difficulties encountered by untrained observers in telling en offensive Spe 
missile frou e defensive one, tended to throw e sort of smoke-screen around 
the Soviet offensive deployment when it finally began. The CIA enalytic 
epperatus, however, recognized end correlated the first euthentic reports 
of Mre{ equirment ever to be received in Veshington, end took action upon then. 
It tergeted the Sen Cristobal erea, not as another location where elleged 

missile activity should be negated by photography, but as a suspect SS-h site. 
This process took ebout three weeks, from the dete when the first observation 
wes wade on the ground in Cuba to’ the preperetion of the terget card. ... ." 
(Source: CIA Chronology, 11/14/62)... 
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(i0TE: The fect that CIA considered Sen Cristobal as a suspect MR2M site 
‘ wes not included in eny of CIA's current intelligence publications until 

efter photographic confinzaticn was obtained in mid-October. ) 
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rockets were on long traflers:when unloaded froa the ship. In distributing 
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136. 10/2-3/62 - The Final Comaunique of the Informs. Mecting of 

Ministers of Foroign Affairs of the American Republics held in Washing- a 

ton, 10/2-3/62 stated in part that “The Seviet Union's intervention in at, 

Cube threatens the unity of the Americas and its democratic institu- o 

tions" and it called for "the adoption of speciel measures, both indi- 

vidual end collective’. The communique observed that "it is destrable 
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(135. 10/2-3/62 Continued) 

"to intensify surveillance of the delivery of arms and implements of 
war and all other items of strategic Importance to the comaunist re- 

pine of Cuba, in order to prevent the secret accumulation in the 
sland of arms that can be used for offensive purposes egeainst the 

Hemisphere, " 

137. 10/3/62 - The President signed Senate Joint Resolution 230 
which had been adopted in the Genate and House of Representatives 
during September, The Joint Resolution expressed the determination 
of the United States to (1) prevent by necessary means, including use 
of force, the Marxist-Leninist regime in Cuba from extending by force 
or threat of force its aggressive or subversive activities in this 
Hemisphere; (2) prevent in Cuba the creation or use of externally 
supported military capability endangering U.S, security; and (3) work 
with the OAS and with freedom-loving Cubans to support the aspirations 
of the Cuban people for self-determination, 

138, 10/3/62 - Tne DCI briefed General Eisenhower "on the Cuban 
situation" (the General had previously been briefed by CIA on 9/10). 
(Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

139, 10/3/62 - On this date the DIA member of COMOR submitted 
to the Chairman of COMOR a memorandum which (1) noted the concerns of 
the Sec/Def and JCS about the (insufficient) amount of intelligence on 
Cuba that was being mede available to responsible decision makers in 
Government; (2) noted that certain portions of the islend, notably the 
western end, had’ not been seen since August 29; (3) expressed the view 
of DIA and J-2 that the best way of collecting intelligence on Cuba 
under the present circimstances was by resuming frequent end regular 
U-e overfiights and that coverage on the order of once 4 week was 
essential; and (4) proposed that COMOR send to the USIB a draft 
"intelligence justification" which had been prepared by the DIA as 
the basis for authorizing frequent and reguler U-e flights over Cuba, 

The DIA "intelligence justification" pointed to the buildup of 
S&™ sites, and "SSM" sites which had been observed in eastern and 
western Cube, end on the Isle of /Pines,*’-The DIA proposal called for 
U-2 coverage to meet requirements for up-to-date intelligence on (a) 
the location of SA-2 sites; (b) confirmation or negation of reports 
from reliable sources concerning -the sightings of SS-4 missiles in 
Cuba; (c) the number. of KOMAR.class, PGMGs in service; and (d) the 
nunoer of MIG-2ls in Cuba,.% evi rs i 

ine intelligence justification drafted by DIA gave recognition to 
the increased risk to U-2 aircraft in the light of SA-2 and MIG-2l1s 
present in Cuba, . Nevertheless, this recognition of risk was followed 
by tne statement:. "But it must be stated that the current need is 
extrenely urgent, and the risk-involved should be very thoroughly 
weisned before this coverage,is denied," 

“ne DIA memorandun to COMOR also included @ proposed list of 

avget otjectives-in Cuba:to.meet,;the intellisence requirements which 
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(139, 10/3/52 Contiiiued) 

omissions, the DIA's 10/3 draft of the intel- 

rt lisence justification for revisec overflights of Cuba was forwarded 

\ by COMOR on 10/5 to the USIB for consideration and approval. Simil- 

ly, on J0/6 COMOR sent to the Director of NRO, at his verbal request, 

ne intelligence justification and statement of target reautrements 

r ovesnend reconnaissance of Cuba (with copies also being sent by 
: , fe) 
woe ComoR to the USIB for information and any comments prior to the 

a’ In summary, the intelligence justification, and the listing of 

reouirenents and specific objectives, which went forwera to NRO from 

CONOR on 10/6 included tne following: 

(1) A statement of the pressing need for photographic coverage 

of the Soviet ems buildup in Cuba, particularly with regard to (a 

Si-2 sites, (b) possible MRBMs, (c) MIG-21 aircraft, end (d) tanks, 
artillery, and other conventional weapons and equipment “which are 

arriving in large quentities," 

(2) SIGINT coverage to obtain up-to-date intelligence on .the 

Soviet-furnishea air defense buildup in Cuba which is known to include 

2) radar -- EW, GCI, HF, MC, AQ and FC; (b) missile systems consisting 

of 3 confirmed and 1 probable cruise-type coastal defense short range 

nissile sites, 15 SA-2 sites, and missile storage and support facili- 

ties; (ec) HIG -- 60 MIG-15/17/19 and 36 MIG-21s estimated; and (ad) 

a general dispersel throughout .Cuba of 30mm, 37mm and 57mm AAA to 

‘defend airfields, ports and military installations. -. moo, a two- 

“1 is necessary: first, a continued coverage of 

= Rane Pam end communi- 

y adequately y peripheral air, 

second, overflight missions by a 

EIT Se a A 
shipborne and ground ef . 

Sores : Ro 
vehicle cavable of {¥ SETS 

See hee Oo GS ete ae eee ate fsetthe readiness and effectiveness of 

weapons can be determined. 

“come of these reauirements are currently being 

met by peripheral means. However, only overflights will permit the 

accomplishment of all objectives,’ COMOR will provide e continual 

review and up-deting of, reauirements." 

(3) Conclusions: 

2 t f 

(4) Recommendation: "Tt-4gs recommended that reconnaissance. . 
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SORE programs be initiated to satisfy these reauirements," 

ees (Source: DIA Letter to Coyne, ,11/13/62) 
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be
y luo, 10/4/62 - Tne Director, DIA, established a Cuoa "Situation 

Room" operated on a 24-hour basis. © 

Vat. =10/4/62 - 
5412/2 Group, the DC 
the presence of S&M 

na
 

On this date at a meeting of the Special NSC 

ignts were now restricted by 
Cuba, Tne 

at this time c 

"almost certainly not operational, ‘ns 
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> eo 7)? ~SEOREQ-" 
(ati. 10/4/62 Continued)’ , 

Spechal Group then directed the NRO to preyere an over-ell progre= for recon- 

coissencs or Cuts for PEeges sa tics et the Srectel Group meeting of 10/9/62. 

\ 

yk2. 16/9/62 - NSA units ite end on the 
USS Oxford éutected for the firet t Gn October 2 IG 

ing Ss a a F x See 
tea fron 
PPS Sy 

en expert tionesl stetus. 
ees: 

Cher Se Way Tete ERs 

eG =s" 

62, this wet 
Fee y 

NSA 

(Sour 

. 1:3. 10/9/62 - NRO (Dr. Chery) made 
Group of en over-ell progre= for reconnsis 
ves teased on the DiA-recomended, COMOR-pr 
“Intelligence ustificetion end Reauiremen 

of Cuba. ‘nis prese 

a sutaission of eo fen 

presentation to the Spectel 
e ead 

for Overflignts of Cube. 

"gt the Upeciel Group meeting on 9 Getoser, NRO's first reccsmendation 

ves 'A U-2 probe over the suspect MREM site es soon es Weather peruits.' This 

referred to unt: erea tercetea by COMOR neer Sen Cristotel . . . ‘Yhe operetion, 

Waich wes to be suprorteé by ELINT collection eircreft off the co2st, also was 

Gesimmed to pars over one of the SA-2 sites vnich wes thoaght to be mast 

nearly operetionsl. Tous the secondary objective wes to determine the stetus 

of Si-2 defenses in order to neasure the ris: involved in getting ccoplete 

U-2 coverage of Cube es repidly es rossible. WNRO's second recomencetion was 

therefore conestionel: ‘If there is ro St-2 reaction to the initiel U-2 sortie, 

raxinun coveruge of the -estern ena of the isiena by multiple U-es simulten- 

dso certein other recounenda- Ss 
ticas for low jevel, 

“The Group @2ve 2 Cristobel missicn end recon- 

mended to tne Fireside p e President geve bis epproval -- 

presuzably learning of the San Cristonel rerorts et this tire -- end the 

mission was imcedietely mounted. It was Celsyed by weather, horever, from LO 

thrcugh 12 October. On tnat date operetionsl control was trensferred to SAC 

by direction of the President in e reeting with the Deputy SecDer end the Del. 

There ds no reason to telieve thet the transfer in eny wey delayed launchings 

tke cission, volch SAC flew on 1b October. The pilot did not fly tas 

prescribed treck, Dut took a course Gt en exgle to it. Fortunstely the 

plenned end ectusl yataus crossed over San Cristotel, end the pricary nissfon 

was eccomplished." (Source: CIA Caronology 21/11/62) 
love: Shis de {n error. See Itvea 1h3-e, LEXt pace 
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143-a. (See Iten 143, above.) On 12/7/62 GAC representatives exhibited 

to a Panel of the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board the plen 

for end actual flight track of the 10/14/62 U-2 mission over Cuba, es laid 

out by SAC. The material shown to the Board Panel reflects that the pilot 

flew the mission precisely as prescribed. a ’ 
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(143, 10/9/62 Continued) 
al eN 

Prior to this decision, CIA had operated 2l U-2 missions over 

or peripheral to Cuba during 1962. The dates of these 21 missions 

are listed below: 

.. 1/19/62 5/2/62 6/29/62 9/5/62 
7 2/2/62 2/26 pee 6/29/6 Vee ; : 
ae 2/21/62 9/26/62 
ry Ajo yore 9/29/62 

ner L/l 7, /6e 10/5/62 
i 10/7/62 

x (Source: NPIG) 

i 144, 10/9/62 ~ The DCI briefed Congressman Cannon “on the Cuban 
situation," (Source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

y “445, 10/9/62 - Senator’ ‘Kenneth B, Keating, speaking on the. floor 
i of the U.S, Senate: 

a "Mr, President, the President of Cuba, like a two-bit Khrushchev, 
hth has disgraced the name of the “United Nations , « « 

"Cuba represents a new and. menacing shift in the vorld balance 
of power... I trust that all of us, regardless o% party, are 

-~ united in the hope that this Nation, through its chosen leaders and 

“: \z¢ dn cooperation with its allies, will progress resolutely toward the 

ae stern decisions which may be ne eees any to deal with the Soviet cloud 
now darkening our national horizon:. . . 

"Late in August I called iene to the Russian ersenal in 

Cuba . a « path te 

"My first suggestion, wade: fugust 31, called upon the Administra- 

tion to tell the American people all of the facts about the island 
buildup, Reliable information had reached me concerning the number 

of ships, types_ of Tene ,end, Soviet troops arriving in Cuba, es 8 

"On August 29, ‘gus 2: dager earlier, the President told a reporter 

that he had no information: that Russians were sending Nike-type mis- 

siles to Cuba, after the reporver™ cited a State Department source to 
that effect, Following my*revelations on the Senate floor, on August 

31, the Administration first: ‘declared ,- through a Senator on the other 

side of the aisle, that Senator. Keating was 'misinformed', Never- 

theless, there followed from ‘other. quarters an effort to make it- 

appear tha t the information -Ivnad: xeported had been released earlier 

by the State Sits meee a: ; 

"On Septekbar ie however)” the. President conceded that Nilke-type 

ssiles had been delivere ed:to Castro end confirmed in almost every 

tail tne: facts-I-. had: stated:. -daysiearlier,: The President character- 

d. tne butldup. B82 “Idefensive. aeiThis’ in my. yer Wee: é _eOERE DUS o 

- error anda ‘serious: “congestion tothe ‘Soviets. = theimgline: 
-.It should, nob: bet ours’ : AG : 2 
HAUDLE BD VIA. sone (iaia/s ois nits ONLY. 
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: (145, 10/9/62. Continued ) 

", , . Under Secretary of State Ball now admits that 85 ships 
have delivered troops and war goods to the islard, He admits that 
15 missile sites have been established, and it in estimated that the 
total will eventually reach 25, This knowledge has been possessed 
for a long time by many of us, Under Secretary Ball said... that 
four missile sites of different types have been identified, He said 

7 that these sitea gre similar to known Soviet defense missiles sites 
which are believed to contain anti-shipping missiles having a range’ 
of 20 to 25 miles, Tne significant sentence, rather buried away, is 
that several more such sites will be installed, 

"Many other facts have been stated which have been known to some 
of us but which have not been publicly stated before, The statement 
was made that 4,500 troops are stationed in Cuba, It will be remem- 
bered that the first figure given was 3000, I stated that there were 
at least 5000, The first figure given by the President was 3000, 
that was advanced to 4200, It has now been advanced to 4500, I stand 
on my statement that more than 5000 troops are stationed in Guba, 
Five thousand is a modest figure. But I commend the Under Secretary 
of State for revealing these additional facts..." - 
(Source: Congressional Record) 
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146, 10/10/62 - USIB discussed the COMOR submission on "Intel- 
ligence Justifications and Reauirements for Overflizht of Cuba", in 

-~response to the Special Group's request of 10/9 for USIB opinion.re- . 
:_ garding the COMOR-approved paper, especially as peperds freauency of 

coverege for the various groups of objectives and targets proposed by 
COMOR, After discussion USIB egreed that the DCI should express to 
the Special Group USIB's view that (a) the targets in Groups II. and 
III should be surveyed as promptly.as possible and that .the results 
of such initial surveillance should determine the subsequent freauency 
of coverage to be recommended, (b) COMOR submit for USIB consideration 
at ita 10/17 meeting a specific list of those priority targets in 
Group IV wnich should be covered, . | 
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Group II and Group TII listed "those targets for which surveil- 
lance is desired primarily to provide order of battle and operational 
status information, Ground resolution of 2-5 feet or better will. 
suffice for this purpose, Group II .includes targets for monthly 
coverege; Group III includes targets for weekly coverage," “5 
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Eecause the records of the NSC Special 5412/2 Group have been 
unavailable thus far to the Board's’ staff we are not clear as to what 
action was taken by the DCI on the basis of the USIB discussion of”. 
10/10/62, (it may be that by this time. or shortly thereafter, action 

3 on the USIB decision was overtaken by decisions at higher levels in 
4 Government including the decision of the President to transfer from 
y. . CIA to SAC responsibility for operation of U-2 missions over Cuba.) 
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147, 0/10/62 - On this date CIA received Navy photographs b taken of the Soviet ship Kesimov_ off Ciba, showing clearly identifi- Se able IL-28 crates which later showed wp in U-2 photography of 10/17 ét San Julien airfield -- "along wi teh, (& number of others which must a have come in on unphotosraphed ships,' i source: CIA Chronology, 11/7/62) 

148, 10/10/62 - The DCI briefed the CIA Subcommittee of tho Eouse Appropriations Committee “on the buildup, including the IL-28s, 
‘He also commented on KRBMs essentially along the lines of his cables from Nice, adding that there were many experts who did not believe 
tne Soviets would make such:a move, but-that he differed with them, He told the Subcommittee that: he hed authority for an oxerflight in s the next day or 50.003 “ (Source: LOLA. Chronology, 11/7/62) is 

149, 10/10/62 ~ On ‘the’ “floor of the U.S, Senate, Senator Keating 
declared that: 

“Construction has begun on.at least a half dozen leunching sites -for intermediate range tactical missiles, Intelligence authorities must have advised the President end top Government officials of this fact, and they must now heve been told that ground: to-groind missiles. cen be operational from tne island of Cuba within 6 months: 

"My own sources on the Guban situation, which have been 100 - 
percent reliable, have substantiated this report completely, 

"The fact of the matter "a3, eccording to my reliable sources, / that six launching sites ere under construction - peds wnich will heve the power to hurl rockets: adn bG the American heartland and as fer as the Panama Canal zone," 

(Source: Congressional Record) 

50, 10/11/62 - On this date CIA reported in the President's . creeleat ob the information from: Navy, photography of 10/10 Bho outng ii-OU crates on the Soviet ‘shi Resimoy seid Cuba, 
(Source: CIA Chronology ,.'4 Te ally 

15l, 10/11/62: = on i ate General. pecker said to ‘Senator Saltonstall: "much -the same: thing that ythe DCI had said: on’, the 
preceding day to the CIA: Appropriations; Subcommittee ‘of the’ Hause t.e,, that he. differed with ‘experts who were of the view that):the Soviets would not plece MRBMstin® ‘Cuba, : (Source: CLA Chronology}: 1/2) 

,b2. - 10/11/62 - The CIA: Chronoloxy. of. w/in. ‘indleates ethat the "USIB principals 4% aware that they were dealing with’ éhie plosive political issue and- evare, ‘a@lso..that: leakage! of, intelligences on offensive weapons, true op‘fals e 5. would‘ ‘seriously: Timits sthe[Pres i= dent's freedom of action’ Anidealing: with what might: ‘become: as ‘majorrs international crisis, theyshad} ‘evolvedia- system: Lon: ant eentoatpotloy aaenael of such Anformation sAnalysissiwoul : 
poorer 
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3 (152. 10/11/62 Cont&.".24) a ch 

fele 
publications without the epprowel cZ the USIE princiyels. nese in- 

ns were rirest issued orally, (CIA Coes not say Ween) ent lster on 
L 3 jay system. “ne key ressages \( 

in USI5's order vere ‘such inforcation or intelligence will te ciseexinated 
utside each USIB intellisence component only to specific indivicuels on an S x BS 

EY£S ONLY basis who by virtue of their resronsibijlities es advisers to the 

President heve a need to know', end ‘there is no intent, heresy, Eovever, to 

inhibit the essential analytic process.! " 

be performed by the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory E: , the letter 
Eoard was not included es one of the evproved recipients for eared reports. . ( L. 
Accordingly, the Board received its first officiel notification of offensive. / 
missiles in Cute when the Fresident- rade his address on 10/22. Tne Foard 
thereafter requested the restricted Waay% ‘intelligence reports which were made Is 

evailable to the Board by CIA on 10/29/62.) 

153. 10/23/62 - General Certer of CIA addressed & letter to Mr. McGeorge 
"Bundy requesting reconsideretion of ‘the Presidentiel decision to trensfer from 

CIA to GAC operationel responsibility for U-2 missions over Cuce. Mr. Bundy 

acknowledged General Certer's letter, stating in essence thet tNe cecision hed 
cveen mede end thet it would stend. During the period immediately preceding and 

following the Presidentiel decision, CIA personnel expressed consicereble con- 
cem relative to the trensfer on the ground thet SAC did not heve cepebility or = 
experience to effectively operate such U-2 photogrevnic missions. fo.a" 

ter me verilety 

ESSE 
f th flew peripnerel 

ecsainst the Kemchatka Feninsule, the Russien lend mass in the Eest Siberien 
See, and the Leptev See eree of Russie, ooteining thereby the First vhotcgraphs 
of these ereas avelleble to Air Force plenners. ne 4LO8Oth hes flovn under 
every conceivable weather condition including snow, ice, fog end desert. In 

eddition to photographic missicus, it hes flow U-2 ELIT missions curing 1961 
end 1952 in the Fer North end Fer East ereas. Furtzer, it has flown ebout 3500 

senpling sorties ‘since 1957. in sipport of the nationel effort. Tre LO8Oth's 
crews everege 3500 hours,’ of. which.600, hours is in U-2 aircraft. The oSoth 
res flow ebout 1500 overseas‘sorties.” Since its esteblishment six years ago, 

eignt crews heve been-lost. by. accidents (one RAF, seven USAF). During the 

period from October 1 through November 5, 1962, the LOS0th hed flown 36 U-2 
sorties over Cubs, ¥Kith the? loss’of-one eircreft which was shot dorn on, 
Ostober 27, 1962.9 0 SS oa 
(Source: SAC, as provided to Coyne by Generals Pover and Saith) 
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154, - 10/14/62 “SAC flew its first U=2 misbion over Cuba, 
This mission produced the first photographic identification of MRBM 
launch sites at San Cristobal No. J. Gate area had Jast been 
covered by a UIA U-2 TIicht on fugus t 29.) 

From 10/14/62 through 11/8/62 SAC flew 43 U-2 missions over Cuba: 

October 14 - 
October A5 
October 17 
October 18 

October 19 ~ 3 Octover 25 ~ 1 November 5 - 
October 20 «= October 27 - 1* November 6 ~ 3 
October 22 — November 3 - 1 November f - 2 
October 23 - November 4 November 2 

1
1
 

N
A
N
 

1 

W
W
W
 

1 W
 

TOTAL: 43 

' During the period October 23 through November.8, the Navy flew 
54 F6U low-level (Blue Moon) photo flights over Cuba, In the same 
period he Air Force flew oe Jou eee photo aie BLOns over vues 

*this mission was lost 

#faborted, 

~ 155, 10/14-17/62 - During this period SAG U-2 missions identi- 
fied 9 MRBM and IRBM sites in Cuba, ‘Tne dates of identification ana 
the dates of the last previous CIA U-2 coverage of these sites follow: 

Sito Last Coverage Prior 
Identifa to Site Location 

San Cristobal #1 wy oct" 
Sen Cristobal #2 
Sen Cristobal #3 
San Cristobal #4 uu 
Sagua La Grande #1 -17 Oot 05 Sep 
Sagua La Grande #2 mo 
Guanajay #1 ube Oot vv... 29 Aug 
Guanajay #72 WO et pe" " 

05 Sep Remedios 17, Oot vs 

156. 10/15/62 - In the ‘early evening the pead- -out of SAC's 
dnitial U~2 mission over Cuba first became available, It reflected 
identification of an MRBM site in tne San Cristobal area, ‘The 
Director, DIA, notified a numberof key civilian and military .of- 
fictals of the Department of-Defense of this fact on the night of 
October 15, 1962, Similarly,.the Deputy Director of Intelligence, 
CIA, notified Mr, McGeorge Bundy-and ‘Mr, Hilsman (who notified .the 

The following morning the President was 

29 Aug 

is 

157. “RO/1S/6B" Following: SAC's flight the previous day, a 
meeting was held at the White House attended by Messrs, ete 
Gilpatric, Johnson, Me Cone, ° Scoville, Charyk and.General Taylor, and 
by General ‘Kompton -» SAC's: Director of. “ ngean aa and General Smith -- 
SAG's _Plrector of Inte eM genes a lessrs Opn and SOOVELLE were 

ran) i : 

DUE VEE. COMIN 1/TALENT/KEYHOLE ces ONLY ” 
Ce URE eee ORT: 

eet Exe Saale rae GA ARES te z oe 
SURG Sue ae 

KA Reha oe 
— see $e. eis 
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Cy 
(157. 10/15/62 Continued) , 

critical of SAC's ability to fly U-2 missions. At the meeting, Mr. Bundy re- 

r.éfimmed the decision rade on 10/12 and indicated thet SAC should continue to 
fly tnese missions. Mr. Scoville ves critical of GiC's flight piens for up- 

mes cooing nicsions, end he ccavleained that his office head not received the ELL 

cn ‘cexe from the first SAC mission of 10/ik. Subsequent inquiry reflected thet the 
ws ELINT take bed been delivered to CIA immedistely following its receipt, but that 

a it hed beccme bogged dow in CIA's “essege center resulting in deley in its 
delivery to Mr. Scoville. : 

—~TOP~SEGRET~ 

158. 10/15/62 - A U-2 mission, Geveloped photographic evidence of creted 
IL-c6s at San Julien. 

158-e. 10/15/62 » Generel Otter belefed gena*or Stennis ("before the 
photography of the previous day was 2veileble") along the seme lines of his 
enswer to Senutor Seltonstsall's question, four days eerlier, ebout Senetor . 
Keating's charges of known MRPM sites in Cuba -- {.e., "Generel Carter said that 
there were refugee reports but no hard evidence". (Sou ree: CIA Chronology nALée) 

159. 10/17/62 -~ & U-2 nission Ceveloped photogrephic evidence of un- 

crated I1-28s at San Julian. 

160. 10/18/62 - Gromyko telked tc President Kennedy eat th? White House, 
eaying that he was instructed by the Soviet Covernnent to stete tret Soviet. 

essistence to Cube "pursued soleny.. oe Purpose of contributing to the defense 
capedilities of Cuba", 

161.10 18/62 - There was indbiabed the daily issuance of Joint Evalue- 
FaGeead Reports on the Soviet Missile Threat in Cuba ~- prepered jointly 

by GNATC, JAEIC, end NPIC, tesed on photogvepnic, ELIT, COMET, end other 
sources. These reports —— cu untiletive beginning 10/18. (See Item 152, above) 

162. 10/19/62 - Th 2 USSR is ‘teaiciang e rejor militery investrent in Cube 
with some of their most effective gaided missile systecs. ‘The plenring for 
tois operation must have started et least one yeer ego and the operetion itself 
tegun least eprins. (Scarce; ; Joint Bvelustion Report, 10/19/62) 

163. EG Re a SRE Neeae]) from oe Bie 
eS ei iano possibly enitted Pros scl janis Eee 5 

IL 164, 10/19/62 - a lignere are! peversil relvigee » reports indicating the 
presence of tactical (FROG) missiles in Cube, elthough there is no photographic 

; confircation thus, far". . (Source, Joint Bveluetion Report, 10/19/62) 
ee! 

““Fhotoprapay Giteeios 5012" of 10/25) « confirmed the presence of 8 FROG 
rilosile leuncher in a vehicle pere near Remedios . . . ae tacticel unguided 
rocket of 10,009 to 50,000 yard renge, sinilar to the U. S. Honest John". 
(Source: Joint Evalustion Report, :10/27/62) . 
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~ This was the arrival date in Cuba of a TU 121; ‘ CLEAT transport, ‘The unusual circumstance of KRUG flight tracking, normally reserved for espeoially important flights, suggests that high ranking Soviet command personnel may be among the 140 passengers aboard, (Source: Joint Evaluation Repor’s, 10/20/62) 

166, 10/22/62 - By this date seven Soviet ships identified es possible ballistic missile carriers (having cavgo hatch openings of at least 75 by fee ed made a total of 13 trips to Cuba ‘since "late July." These ships were the KASIMOV, KIMOVSK, KRASNOGRAD, OKHOTSK, OMSK, ORENBURG and POLTAVA, 

rey 
165. 10/21/62 

As of 10/22 the KIMOVSK,” OKHOTSK and POLTAVA were en route to Cuba, ‘Iwo of these, the:KIMOVSK'(en route from the Balcic) and the OKHOTSK (from the Black See) "are among seven ships which were con- tacted by individual cipher messages from Moscow six hours after the President's public statement, " (Source: Joint Evaluation Report, 10/24/62) 
‘ 

167. 10/22/62 - The President made his racio-TV address to the Nation, reporting unmistakable evidence of a series of offensive missile sites in Cuba and noting that "the firs preliminary hard information of this nature" was received by him 2t 9:00 A.M., on 10/16/62, . 

168, 10/23/62 ~ The President issued a Proclanation asserting that (1) world peace and U.S. security had been endaenzered by the establishment by the Sino-Soviet powers of an offensive military cap- ebility in Cuba, including bases for ballistic missiles (2) ina Joint Resolution passed by the Congress end approved on 10/3/62, it was declared that the U.S. was determined to prevent by whatever means.. necessary, including the use of arms, the Marxist-Leninist regime in Cuba from extending its agressive or subversive activities to any part of this hemis end tc prevent in Cuba the creation or use 
cary capability endangering U.S, 

an of Consultation of the American meeting in Washington on 10/23/62 had recommended that the 
ith Articles 6 and 8 of the Inter- 
Assistance, take al] measures, individ 

‘including: armed force, deemed necessary to 
nt‘of Cuba cannot receive from the Sino- Soviet powers military material:and related supplies threatening the peace and security of the Continent, and to prevent the missiles in Cuba with offensive capability:from ever becoming an active threat to the peace and security of: the. Continent, 

Therefore, the President proclaimed that the forces under his command were ordered, beginning et 2:00 P.M,, on 10/2U/62 to inter- dict the delivery of offensive weapons and ate Cuba, specifically: 
craft; éir-to-surfac 

warneeds for any 
onic equipment to support 

OP -SECRET~ 





fee 
gam, (168, 10/23/62 Continued) _ “oN 

. 
oe - or operate the above items; end any other classes of material here -~ after designated by the Secretary of Defense for PUPpPOSSS Of ef fecin- 

ating this Proclamation, 

os te President authorized the Secretary of Defense to employ the bet, land, sea énd eir forces of the U.S, (in cooperation with eny forces a meade available by othe r fmerican States) to carry out this Proclama- tion, 

Further, the President euthorized the interception of vessels or creft proceeding toward Cuba and the teking into custody of any vessel or craft failing to comply with directions to identify itself end submit to visit end search ~~ with force to be used only to the. extent necessary, 

169, 10/23/62 ~ £4 messege passed within Cuba from Les Villas to Plecetas suggested an intent to conceal "“eguipment" and "fuel station" in @ railroad tunnel in én erea south of the Remedios IRSM site, The os messége read: "Today situate equipment in the railroad tunnel of “a: Plecetaa, Also situate the fuel station in this place," ae (Source: Joint Evaluation Report, 10/24/62) - 
170. 10/23/62 - The Director, DIA, initiated the ‘daily shipping reports ena. of. @ summary of Soviet ship 

Cy 17, 10/24/62 ~ On this date Khrushchey “4 to knerican businessman W, E. Knox, in @ conversation ela in e Krenlin, that "the weapons which the Soviet Union had furnished to Cubdé included antielrorart missiles énd ballistic missiles with both conventional énd thermonuclear warneeds.” Khrushchev added that “even the Anericans wou not trust their NATO allies by turning over ther- monuclear devices to them," (Source: N.Y, Times Magazine, 11/18/62 ) 
172, 10/25/62 - The DIA tnitie Intelligence Summery on Cuba, 

issuance of 
movements, 

"categorically stated" 

ted the issuance of @ Special 

173. 10/26/62 - Jemes Reston, writing in the New Yor Times, od: "Privately, theré are several misgivings, First, many people find it hard to believe that the offensive Soviet missile sites in Cuba suddenly mushroomed Over, .the weekend, Accordingly, there is considerable Suspicion either that.the official's 
3 

intelligence was wa not é8 good es maintained, or .the -Administration withheld tne facts," 

E ee esteblished “4:We:consider these links as the best: date) for\Soviet Waimea “ee (Source: Joint’ Evaluation Report, 
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175. 10/28/62 -~ Until immediately prior to'che President's rv Statement of this date welcoming Khrushchevtg decision to stop ~™* pbuilding bases in Cube, dismantling offensive weapons and returning tnem to the Soviet Union, it appears tnat in Cuba the Soviets contin- 

ued at feverish pace with the construction end camouflesing of their 
MAB’ and IRBM bases in Cuba, 

176. 10/29/62 - By this date, accumulated evidence showed that rd the Russians had put first-line modern equipment in Cuba, including wn, such items as FRUITSET padar with C-Band, armored personnel carriers, , etc, 

177. 10/30/62 ~ Senator Scott of Pennsylvania, appearing on the CBS radio program "The Leading Question" on the night of 10/30/62, , seid that he and other Republicans had "very hard information earl , 
Cuba, 

in September that the Russians were building missile bases in. 1D Senator Scott said, "We knew it began early in September end any infor- mation we had we knew Wes evaeilable to the administration and to the 

Tuesday, 10/16, Senator Scott declared, "You don't build a missile site in a week, Those missile bases were there a long, long time before the President spoke, # Senator Scott further stated, "On September 13 Secretary of State Dean Rusk in testimony before the Armed Services Committee admitted that a Soviet arms build-up was 77 &04ng on in Cuba," He added,. "I think the only conclusion can be ‘ ,’ that the President himself may not have received the information -- - there may have been a failure of intelligence, On the other hand, < there may have been a cautious reluctance to move which is under- : Standable but was not Shared by the Republican Part .or the American people," (Source: Washington Evening Star, 10/31/62 
178, 10/31/62 - Writing in the New York Times under the heading "hn Intelligence Gap" Hanson Baldwin stated "The effectiveness of the Country's intelligence organization is again in question és &@ result of the Cabai Crisis,” ae 

33 "Considerable mystery. 4n the opinion of some members of Congress end military men, still Surrounds the Administration's Sudden decision to impose ae blockade of Cubaéfter a missile buildup that must have Started weeks or months ago, -The questions being asked are primarily these: Was the nation's factual information about the Communist military buildup in Cuba adequate in quantity and quality, and was there a long delay efter the missiles actually arrived?" 
"Were the interpretation and evaluation -or this information influenced by olic considerations; in other words, were the esti red to rt mates tallo t to olicy beliefs? Or aid Administration officials, until action was finally taken, reject the intelligence estimates roi aS VES ‘aveS @8 erroneous?" © +. 
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"Has. the marked centralization of intelligence activities in the two years of the Kennedy. Administration improved or hampered the production of objective, nonpartisan’ inteliigence analyses?" . : SOE Ss ey a ae = 50 _ 
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179, 11/5/62 ~ Dr. Charyk, Under Secretary of the Air Force, v2 tie 8 
expressed to Board Member Gordon Gray the Opinion that the following wots 
lessons were learned from the Cube situation: 

‘“e (1) There 1s a need for a group at the policy level, having access to all pertinent intelligence, which cen perform the task of rapidly identifying intelligence requirements and objectives, (Dr, Charyx believed that in this anstance USI aid not perform the function he had in mind.) 

(2) There is need ror @ focal point to ensure the availability of intelligence-related resources for use in contingency situations 
(e.g., fl1m for photographic reconnaissance purposes), 

(3) Comparisons of CORONA end U-2 photography of Cuba reveal Significent instances where U-2' photography was rositive, whereas . CORONA photography of the same targets-had been interpreted as nega~ 

when we consider the reliance which has been placed on satellite 

Site at Tyura Tam which is not served by rail facilities heretofore noted as an identifying characteristic of this type of missile in. Stallation -~- Suggesting the possibility that our readings of sat~- ellite photography have failed to locate’ other missile sites because of os apsence of rail or other characteristics we have assumed"for them, 
rr ee a : 

180, 11/6/62 ~ the Washington Star of this date records the report of Fernando Garcia Chacon, 2 Havana lewyer and an agent of the Students Revolutionary Directorate, that Soviet missiles have been placed in seven caves end other underground installations din Cuba, (At Hershey, Victoria, Fenon, Sierra de Cubitas, Das Villas Province, Oriente Province and Pinar del Rio Province.) Garcia ren ported that the underground sites ere strongly guarded b Russians end thet no Cubans have been allowed to approach them since the sites 
ue 

were completed, Garcials stu ent: group iss a statement in Ff ami... ci@iming that "Tee free world ison the verge of being a victim of! ° @ new swindle of the Soviet Union,.. We have in our hands sufficient 
information that there exist on Cuban. territory bases ‘of missiles::- 
like the ones that have caused the-present crisis and_some of even: . 
greater renge in subterranean installations that cannot be photo. =: © 
&rapnea by reconna ssance a rerait,.. 

ly 30° 
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"The photo planes have localized on Cuban territory near launching pads while our information assures us that tl more missiles in Cuba, 

permit the inspection of 
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rs 7 ~~ -fOP--SECRET ; 181, 11/6/62 ~ (iL-28s) (reflected the followd 4
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As of this date photogrephic evidence N& regarding IL-28 medium jet bombers in Cuba: 
boa 9 alrvady assembled or in the Process of essembly at St. Julian wal eO packaged in crates at St, Julian ; 9 peéckaged in crates at Holguin i 4 packeged in crates &t a point near Holguin ff TOTAL: 42 IL-28s in Cups 

; a: 162, 11/9/62 ~ “nen the LOL met with the President's Foreign Oo Intelligence Advisory Boer} on this date, he reported that from Frence he had protested, without Success, tne conclusions reached by USIB in the bE cn the Soviet buildup In Cuba, and in commenting ‘upon tne lessons to b qd ¢ tearned.from the recent developments pertaining to Cuba, the DCI (J) expressed: the'belief that " ‘respect to the conduct of surveillance operations over Cuba in Septem- ‘oev;" (2) expressed concern beceuse cf the lack of weight given to refugee reports by tne intelligence analysts; (3) expressed the view tnat a tthe of mind hed developed in the intelligence community to the effect that the S Sive ballistic missile buildup in Cuba; (4) reported thas CIA has been | operating my rather ineffective intelligence teams in Cuba but that ‘they have not Oduced hard intelligence on the subject because they have been occupying themselves méeinily with Staying alive; (5) advised |b that there were approximately B82 thira-countr y agents (meaning diplo- v~ mats) reporting from foreign embassies in Qiba but that CIA "obtained no hard intelligence from them regerding the military buildup;" (6) advised thet cou 

rectory coverage of Cuba, end thet "Wwe Rave little unofficial on-site information; end (7) stated thet currently LA “is not gect ng intelligence on Cuba through conventiona means," 
: 183, 11/9/62 - When the Director, a met with the Board on this date, he ex danger in placin undue reitance on hotozgraphy in seeking answers to questions that plegue us from the standpoint of intelligence, He ’ noted that DIA received no significant information from esent sources concerning the Soviet missile buildup, & Suggested that the Army ; should play an increasing role‘in terms of clandestine intelligence penetration o ay: e elso noved that an additional important lesson to be learned was that there’ must be provided to the Washington erea_ a first class photo rocessing facility if we are to be prepared 

adequately for similar Cuban situations in the future, 
184, 11/9/62 - When Mv ,'Thomas Hughes, Intelligence anq Research, Department of State, met with the Board on 

this date, he identified the following areas ag warranting further examination: (1) The need for establishing an imoroved cépability for the evaluation of indicators 25 distinguished fron the process of pre- 
paring intelligence estimates; (2) The need for getting across to tup ©. 

>» level offictals the fuli brunt of such indicators, (Hughes noting that 
C)this Cia not happen in Stete, end.in fact that State recetved some of 

the refusee andicator reports éS much’ es tio months after the; hed Ses ee eee HANDLS Vid COMINT/PTALENT/EVHOLRS San SPECIAL LIMITED DISTRIEUTIONE . we eas 
STL, 

Defense Intelligence Agency, 
pressed the view that there was 

Acting Director of 
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ae 

Hugnes noting that we do not have eSplonage agents on the ground in Cuba Sion (5 Biguificant date,);(4) The need for a better warning 
mechenism; 

rvpressed by the DCI from the Riviera, (Hughes noting, as did the Director, DIA, that the DCI's dissent was registered internally within CIA, but wags not communicated to USIB until after tne Cuban crisis broke, ) 

185, 11/14/62 -~ the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Boerd, following its preiiminary review of the subject on 11/9/62 requested the DCI for "a review on an all-source, all-agency basis of the actions taken énd results-obtained within the intelligence community in providing intelligence ‘coverage, reporting end estimates on the developing buidldup,": The Board requested that the report setting forth the results of the intelligence community's review include: (a) an identification of the requirements levied on intel- ligence collection elements of the Government, (b) a2 resume of the intelligence information obtained from such sources as foreign diplo- matic personnel, Cuban refugee interrogations, in-place agent reports, COMIN?, and ELINT, (c) the scope of distribution given such informa- tion to higher authority and laterally within the intelligence com- 
munity, and (d) the extent to which such information was refleated in reports and assessments provided .to policy level officials, 

186, 11/21/62 ~ The Minute of the USIB Meeting of this date reflect the following entry: "Noted a view expressed by Genera Carter in related discussion of the Cuban situation that, for intellig¢ence planning for the future, Cuba‘should be considered as @ sate ite off tne USSR, a Neon 

187, 11/23/52 - The DIA Summary of this date contains a detaile@ analysis of Soviet military forces in Cuba as of 11/23, In summary the analysis’ sta es “Soviet military forces in Cuba are now believed to nwaber about 15.00 » anclucing some 4,000 ground combat troops, 3,000 TRBM and MRBN personnel,’ 7,800 in air defense and eir force clements, and 1,200 naval personnel," : 
185, 11/24/62 ze Broadcasting from Havana on this date Allen Oxley stated. (heard on CBS in NewYork) that "there is now no doubt that not all the Russian missiles have been withdrawn from Cuba, Waile 

the Russians have removed 42 missiles it is known that others ramain 
and one type ~ a rocket: with ; nge-of about 25 miles - _to be controlled by the Cubans: eJ-6" Information received from Mar-Lel 
end Bayia Onde, the two main se: orbs of. the Province of Pina Del Rio range missiles were unloaded 
there from Russian sh ps; :36 in the mon 2 in In addition a‘large:nunber of 5 ort range rockets arrived ere ape unconfirmed! reports xof missiles remaining in Cuba 
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been prepared, ); (3) The need for Clandestine intelligence collection, 

The need for registering witn USIB views such as those 



"Which bave been hidden underground in concrete shelters where American recon- 

naissance plenes cannot detect them. he island is elive with rucors, and 

it is difficult to sift the facts out of the stories of the big Russian 

military buildup still going on. Some of these stories tell of big concrete 
conavructions in the wooded countryside and underground rocket beses still 

being built by the Russiens in the mountains. . ." 
, 

189. 11/26/62 - At Eonestead Air Force Base, Floride, tne President 
commended the Strategic Air Command end the Tactical Air Command for the 
photographs which they had taken "which first gave us conclusive proof of the 
build-up of offensive weerons in Cuba." ‘The President noted that; "the work 
of these two mits bas contributed es much to the security of the United 
Stetes es eny unit in our history, end eny group of men in our history." 

On the same date et Key West, the President commended the Tievy stating: 
"We express particular thanks to you for your work of the Jast five weeks. 
The reconnaissence flights which enabled us to determine with precision 

the offensive build-up in Cuba contributed directly to the security of the 

United Stetes in the most importent and significent wey." x 

190. 12/4/62 - in a briefing provided to Messrs. Gray end Coyne, the 
Director, DIA, edvised that photographic intelligence identified 33 MRBMs in 
Cube; that it subsequently identified 42 MREMs on botrd ship deperting Cuba; 

that the Soviets removed either partially or totelly the canvass covers on 
36 of the 42 outgoing MRBMs (the Soviets refused to exhibit 6 of them) 
end.in ell instances the sxins of the missiles were in no wey rezoved; that 

no IRBMs were detected entering, in, or exiting Cube; that the intelligence 

community estimates thet the IRSMs had not yet been introduced into Cuba 

but may have been on some of the ships hich turned beck at the tiime the 

quarantine was declered; thet the 9 known MRBYU-IRFA beses in Cube, have been 

dismantled; thet no evidence has been developed reflecting the existence 
of nuclear warheeds in Cute; that it would be relatively simple tio introduce 
such warheads with little likelihood of detection; that "bilack bkixes" were 
employed with negative results in en endeavor to detect nuclear exanetions 

froa the ships exiting Cube with the MRaM. 

The Director, DIA, also reported that photogrephic evidence reflected 

that at least 42 Ti-28s had been introduced into Cuba; that es of this 

date three of the [1-235 have been put aboard e Soviet vessel which has 
exited Cuba; thet ussexdly of other IL-28s has epyerently ceased; and there 
are indications thit the resaining IL-28s may be in the process cf being 

readied for shipment out of Cuba... - 
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Ausust 6, 1984 

The first day of this scheduled 2-day meeting of the Board was cevoted 

to cn all-day visit at SAC Headquarters, Offutt APS, Omaha, hebreska, cna 
August 6, “n attendance were Messrs, Clifford, Doolittle, Lansar, Pace, Gray, 

Land, and Coyne, were unable to join the Board members Murphy enc Beker 
meeting at SAC, ooh. 

ree 

August 7, 1964 

Cn the second day of {ts meeting the Board convened at 9:09 a,c, on 
ist 7 et the Board's offices in the Executive Office Building, Wesnington, 

Present were Messrs. Clifford, Doolittle, Murphy, Lenger, Pece, Baker 

ay; and Messrs, Coyne end Ash, (Board meaber Lanc joined the ceeting ! 

tle Later on.) tA 
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In response to Mz, Murphy's query about Cube, the DCI seid that an « Ne ) & 
estimated 5,000 Soviets hed departed since May 1, lecving 2,600 on the island, ' 
the Cubans now have control of eir defense end coastal defense but the question | 
is whether they heve unlinited control of the SAM sites. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE BOARD 

SUBJECT: Audiosurveillance Collection and Countermeasures 
Efforts of the Intelligence Community 

In Executive Session Mr, Ash will brief the Board on 
Significant developments relating to the subject which 
members may wish to keep in mind when USIB representatives 
discuss the matter witn the Board, 
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Following Mr. Ash's briefing, Mr, Tom Karemessines, 
Assistant to CIA's Deputy Director for Plans, and Mr, 
Robert Bannerman of CIA's Deputy Directorate for Support, 
will brief the Board on the U., S, Intelligence Board's " 
conclusions and recommendations on the organization and .--.. ... Cs 

; « Management of the audiosurveillance-effort.~ (On June 26, | 
| 1964 following the Board's Pécommendations to the President, \ 

Mp, Bundy reauested the Director of Central Intelligence, | 
as Cnairman of the USIB, to present coordinated proposals 
for the most effective possible organization, management, 
and coordination of the intelligence community's resources ' 
and capabilities for research and development, and the H 
operational application, of techniques for audiosurveillance i 
collection and audiosurveillance countermeesures, ‘The 

i organization and management aspects of this problem are 
indicated by the fact that under present arrangements: 
(1) research and development of audiosurveillence collection 

. and countermeasure devices and techniaues are pursued 
1 Separately by State, Defense and CIA; (2) the coordination 
\ of audiosurveillance collection operations is the responsibility 

of the FBI in the U, S., and is the responsibility of the DOI 
\ fountsm. and (3) the coordination of audiosurveillance | 
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countermeasures activities is the responsibility of an NSC 
interegency committee chaired by tne Department of State, ) ( On ee 

Next Mr. Howard Osborne, Director of CIA's Office of 
Security, and Mr. G, ..arvin Gentile, Director of Security 
at the Department of State, will bring the Board up to date 
on the USIB's final assessment of tne audio and electromagnetic 
penstrations of the Us:S,.Embassy, Moscow which were discovered 
in April, POCA yo ft 
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penetrations, Subsequent to the last meeting the President te requested the Chairn:un, USIB, to provide a final assessment of aanage in time for consideration by the Board at its Ie August 6-7 meeting, ) 
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(2) Addendum: nelosed for the information of the Board is a memorandum entitled "Bugging of the U. 8S, Embassy, Moscow" which was subnitted to the Chairman by Dr, Jerome Wiesner, following his oral presentation to the Board subseauent to his on-the-scene examination of developments at the 
Embassy in Moscow, otctn 4 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON SECRET 

June 24, 1964 

MEMORANDUM FOR; Me, Clark M, Clifford 
Chairman, President's Foreign Intelligence 

Advisory Board 

SUBJECT: Bugging of the U. S. Embassy, Moscow 
co LE Leg 

During my recent trip to Moscow I visited the American 
Embassy and had a number of conversations with Mr. Musser 
who has the responsibility for assuring that the building 
is secure against listening devices. I also examined a 
‘number of key offices in the Embassy building, including 
several in which microphones had been found, and examfned 
the special secure rooms that have recently been installed. 
I formed the following judgments regarding the present 
situation, . 

1. There is no convincing basis for concluding that 
additional listening systems do not exist in the building, 

e. The soundproof rooms end the special room contain- 
ing the teletype equipment appear to be secure, though the 
former are not electrically shielded. The lack of shielding 
is probably not serious because the rooms are in the interior 
of the building and under guard at all times 560 that the use 
of microphones or of electromagnetic distening devices in 
them would be extremely difficult. 

3. The physical security.of the building seemed .a sea... 
bit less than adequate. ~For’example, it was possible for i 
us to go in and out of the room*housing the:telephone switch- ° 
board with no one but the telephone operator--who I believe.’ 
was @ Russian girl--seeing'us.::°I understand that at nighto-... 
no one is in the room. Physical*security is complicated mkiur- 
somewhat by the fact that the building is also the residenc 

, 

for Embassy employees and by the fact that the local guard:-.’! 
staff is very small; none the 
should receive attention, *: 

too oy yee 

4, Mr. Musser is extremely - competent but the -task:at 
the Embassy is more than anysone’person-could handle atiist! 
this time, — e 8 Ay es vee : vee. 

Hi
 

would recommend the following measuresies ber 9 

}
w
 » Provide Musser with, some aesistance,. He has had 

some help from the Americen forces in Germany from tine to oe wets Re ts _ s ae win toad fu 2 etey 2 

yee 

less this is a problem that .3*"° 

a
y
 


